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Unified treatment of asymptotic van der Waals forces
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In a framework for long-range density-functional theory we present a unified full-field treatment of the
asymptotic van der Waals density functional by doing the full, self-consistent electrodynamics for atoms,
molecules, surfaces, and other objects. The only input needed consists of the electron densities of the inter-
acting fragments and the static polarizability or the static image plane, which can be easily evaluated in a
ground-state density-functional calculation for each fragment. Results for separated atoms, molecules, and for
atoms/molecules outside surfaces are in agreement with those of other, more elaborate, calculations.
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The ubiquitous van der Waals interaction needs an e
cient and accurate description in many contexts such as
teracting noble-gas atoms, van der Waals complexes, p
isorption, interacting macroscopic neutral bodies, liqu
crystal interactions, solute-solvent interactions, and s
condensed matter. For dense matter the density-functi
theory ~DFT!,1 with its local-density2,3 and generalized-
gradient approximations,4–7 is a clear success. Ground-sta
and thermodynamic properties of increasingly more comp
systems are now being calculated with a practically very u
ful accuracy. As the world contains far more objects than j
hard solids, a generalization of these methods to also acc
for the van der Waals forces is in great demand. These fo
are an inherent property of the exact DFT,8 and it is thus a
question of providing an approximate van der Waals den
functional that is generally applicable, efficient, and ac
rate, and that per definition is a functional of the dens
only. Earlier we9,10 and others11,12 have proposed such func
tionals and shown them to give useful results in signific
applications. For a review of our approach, see Ref. 13. U
now, however, there has been a certain asymmetry in
treatment of ‘‘small’’ objects, e.g., atoms and molecules
ing described with an approximate electrodynamics,9 and
‘‘large’’ ones, with the exact electrodynamics for, e.g
surfaces.10,19 This will be remedied in this paper with a un
fied treatment of the asymptotic van der Waals forces, ap
ing the exact electrodynamics to all the interacting objec

The starting point for our functionals is the exact expr
sion for the exchange-correlation energyExc as an integral
over the coupling constantle2, the so-calledadiabatic con-
nection formula3,14 ~ACF!

Exc@n#5
1

2E d3rd3r 8
e2

ur2r 8u
E

0

1

dl@^ñ~r !ñ~r 8!&n,l

2d~r2r 8!^n~r !&#, ~1!

where ñ5n̂2n,n̂ being the density operator, and^•••&n,l
means that the integration is performed with a potentialVl

present, keeping the density equal ton(r ). To second-order
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perturbation theory in the interactionVab between two sepa
rated objectsa andb, the ACF can be cast into the form8,15

DExc~R!5Exc
` 2E E E E d3r 1d3r 2d3r 3d3r 4

3Vab~R1r12r2!Vab~R1r32r4!E
0

` du

2p

3Pa~r1 ,r3 ; iu !Pb~r2 ,r4 ; iu !. ~2!

Our evaluation of this energy is based on two approxim
tions. First, we introduce a local dielectric function that d
pends on the local electron density. Second, we limit
volumes of the interacting objects by using a cutoff, an id
first introduced by Rapcewicz and Ashcroft,16 outside which
the response to an electric field is defined to be zero. We
have the dielectric function

e„v;n~r !…512k„n~r !…
vp

2
„n~r !…

v2
; ~3!

where

vp
2
„n~r !…54pe2n~r !/m. ~4!

The cutoff is implemented via the functionk„n(r )…, which is
either unity or zero, following the notion discussed earlie9

that the local approximation for dielectric response grea
exaggerates the response in the low-density tails, where
better to assume no response at all.

These approximations are common for all of our thr
model systems—interacting atoms or molecules,9,17 an atom
or molecule interacting with a planar surface,10,18 and finally
two interacting surfaces.19 However, we have earlier treate
the electrodynamics on different levels for ‘‘small’’ an
‘‘large’’ objects. Normally, local electrodynamics means
local relationship between the temporal Fourier transforms
the polarizationP and the total electric fieldE,
4708 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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P~r ,v!5
1

4p
@e„v;n~r !…21#E~r ,v!, ~5!

which we use for surfaces. For atoms, however, the calc
tions get somewhat more complicated than in the surf
case when using Eq.~5!. For instance, the electrodynamic
must be solved numerically for each frequency. Our ear
approach for atoms and molecules has approximated th
cal polarization by

P~r ,v!5
1

4p
@e„v;n~r !…21#

Eapplied~r ,v!

e„v;n~r !…
, ~6!

which implies the relation

E~r ,v!5Eapplied~r ,v!/e„v;n~r !…, ~7!

which is strikingly wrong for macroscopic objects, but giv
surprisingly good results for atoms and molecules.9,17,20 To
obtain a unified treatment for different objects, and also
test our approximation for the dielectric function, this pap
presents the electrodynamics using Eq.~5! also for atoms
and molecules. We apply it to the asymptotic van der Wa
interaction of separated atoms, molecules, and par
surfaces19 and show the results to be in agreement with th
of other, more elaborate, calculations.

For two widely separated atoms or molecules the van
Waals energy is given byEvdW52C6 /R6, where the van
der Waals coefficient is21,22

C65
3

pE0

`

dua1~ iu !a2~ iu ! ~8!

and a j ( iu) is the polarizability at imaginary frequencyv
5 iu of atom j. To calculatea( iu) we solve“•D(r ,iu)
50, for each frequency in the presence of a spatially unifo
applied electric fieldEapplied(r ,iu)5E0( iu) ẑ. The displace-
ment D(r ,iu) is given by e„iu;n(r )…E(r ,iu) and E(r ,iu)
52¹f(r ,iu). Thus we solve the equation

“•@e„iu;n~r !…¹f~r ,iu !#50, ~9!

wheree„iu;n(r )… is given by Eqs.~3! and ~4! and with the
boundary condition thatE(r ,iu) approachesE0( iu) ẑ at in-
finity.

Assume for simplicity that we have solved Eq.~9! for an
atom, where the applied field is directed along thez axis with
magnitudeE0( iu). We then obtaina( iu) from the relation
p( iu)5a( iu)E0( iu), where the dipole momentp( iu) is
given byp( iu)5*d3rP(r ,iu). From Eq.~5! we get

a~ iu !5
1

E0~ iu !
E d3rP~r ,iu !

52
1

4pE0~ iu !
E d3r @e„iu;n~r !…21# ẑ•“f~r ,iu !,

~10!

where for each frequency we first must solve numerically
f. In the old scheme, using Eq.~6! we instead obtain the
expression
a-
e

r
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a~ iu !5
1

E0~ iu !
E d3rP~r ,iu !

5
1

4pE0~ iu !
E d3r @e„iu;n~r !…21#

E0~ iu !

e„iu;n~r !…

5
1

4pE d3r
@e„iu;n~r !…21#

e„iu;n~r !…
, ~11!

which we can immediately evaluate using Eq.~3!. The latter
approach is thus computationally extremely simple, bu
does not give very good results for large objects. In t
paper we show that the exact electrodynamic treatment
proves the results considerably.

The cutoff functionk„n(r )… must however first be de
fined. For surfaces, the cutoff is found by taking the sta
limit of the surface response,10 which implies that the cutoff
should be defined by the static image planed(0). In order to
have a common cutoff scheme for atoms, molecules,
surfaces, and in addition to implement the requirement in
duced for surfaces that the static polarization response
accurate, it is expedient to simplify the scheme used pre
ously for atoms and molecules. This is done by choosing
cutoff functionk according to

k~r !5u„n~r !2c…, ~12!

wherec is a constant.
For atoms and molecules, compared with the origi

scheme that uses both the density and its gradient, the p
tical effect of Eq.~12! is to eliminate any cutoff in the in-
trashell regions. We have found that inclusion of the cut
in the intrashell regions as before results in a median red
tion of the predicted values of theC6 coefficients of 12% for
the atom pairs calculated here. The extent to which th
intrashell corrections should be included even in principle
arguable, and since they are small, we have therefore o
for the simpler scheme~12!. Adapting the analogue of the
procedure used when the full-field scheme is applied
surfaces,10 we fix the constantc in Eq. ~12! so that the static
polarizibilities are accurate. For a spherically symmetric s
cies, this means that the volumeV inside which the step
function in Eq. ~12! is nonvanishing is simply V
5(4p/3)a(0). Forspecies without spherical symmetry, w
choosec so that the isotropic polarizabilitiesā(0) @see Eq.
~14!# are correct. This scheme seems to underestimate
anisotropy of the molecular polarizability; if an accurate a
isotropy is important, the cutoff function should be modifie
so that the elements of the diagonalized static polarizab
tensor are reproduced.

The solution of Eq.~9! is done with a finite elemen
method with an adaptive net.23 In this way we have a genera
method for all geometries. To secure a reasonable nume
accuracy~5%! at small frequencies, here we representa( iu)
by the expressiona1b/(11u2/c2), wherea, b, and c are
fixed by a smooth continuation of high-frequency results.
Table I calculated van der Waals coefficients for a numbe
pairs of identical atoms are given, together with the sta
polarizability used when defining the cutoff. In Fig. 1 calc
latedC6 values both for identical and mixed pairs of atom
are plotted against results from more accurate calculatio
The values compare very well with results from other calc
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4710 PRB 59HULT, RYDBERG, LUNDQVIST, AND LANGRETH
lations, with the close agreement indicated by the narr
spread of the points around the diagonal. Especially the
sults for alkali and alkaline-earth atoms are much improv
compared with our earlier calculations.9 In Figs. 2 and 3 the
dynamic polarizability from our calculations are compar
with reference calculations. Figure 2 for He is a worst-ca
example with a 12% error inC6 , while Fig. 3 for Be is a
best-case example with aC6 right on the reference value.

TABLE I. van der Waals coefficientsC6 for pairs of identical
atoms~Ry atomic units!. The static polarizabilities used for definin
the cutoff are given in the second column~atomic units! and results
from other calculations in the sixth one. The third column gives
frequencyu0 obtained from the London formula, Eq.~13!. For com-
parison, previous results~Ref. 9! using the approximate electrody
namics are included in the fifth column.

a(0) u0 C6 C6
old C6

ref

He-He 1.38a 1.81 2.58 4 2.92b

Ne-Ne 2.67a 2.80 15.0 12 13.8c

Ar-Ar 11.1 a 1.56 143 126 134c

Kr-Kr 16.7 a 1.37 291 245 266c

Xe-Xe 27.3d 1.15 663 520 597c

H-H 4.5b 0.70 10.6 12 13b

Li-Li 164 e 0.14 2830 1335 2780f

Na-Na 159e 0.16 3000 1849 3080f

K-K 293 e 0.13 8400 5640 7890f

Be-Be 37.5g 0.41 429 582 425g

Mg-Mg 70 h 0.34 1230 1513 1240f

Ca-Ca 154f 0.25 4430 4500 4010f

aReference 38.
bReference 30.
cReference 33.
dReference 29.
eReference 39.
fReference 34.
gReference 35.
hReference 40.

FIG. 1. Calculated van der Waals coefficientsC6 ~Ry atomic
units! for all possible pairs of the atoms in Table I plotted agai
corresponding values from other calculations~Refs. 30 and 33–36!.
w
e-
d

e

CalculatedC6 values for a few molecules are given
Table II with results agreeing very well with literature va
ues. The largest molecule for which we have so far cal
lated the van der Waals coefficient is fullerene C60. Recently
the dispersion energy between two fullerenes has been c
puted from first principles in time-dependent DFT, whic
gives the van der Waals coefficientC65253 kRya0

6 .24 Ear-
lier, simpler methods have been used to estimate the po
izability and the van der Waals coefficient. A summation
C-C interactions givesC65200 kRy a0

6 ,25 and for a calcu-
lation of dipole modes using a discrete dipole model
result isC65350 kRya0

6.25 Usinga(0)5570a0
3 ~experimen-

tal value from Ref. 26! we getC65302 kRya0
6 , a result that

lies in the same range as those from the other calculatio
In Tables I and II the characteristic frequenciesu0 corre-

sponding to London’s empirical formula27

C65aA~0!aB~0!
3u0

Au0
B

2~u0
A1u0

B!
, ~13!

whereA andB denote the two fragments, are also given. T
formula provides an easy way of estimating isotropic van

e

t

FIG. 2. Our calculateda( iu) for He, compared with a more
accurate calculation~Ref. 37!.

FIG. 3. Our calculateda( iu) for Be, compared with a more
accurate calculation~Ref. 35!.
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Waals coefficients for mixed pairs of atoms a
molecules.28,29

In Table II we have only given the isotropic dispersio
coefficients for the molecules; that is, we have used the
eraged polarizabilityā( iu) in Eq. ~8!, where

ā~ iu !5 1
3 @axx~ iu !1ayy~ iu !1azz~ iu !#. ~14!

It is easy, however, to calculate the anisotropic correctio
in addition. A simple example is for two interacting identic
linear molecules, where the anisotropic coefficientsC68 and
C69 control the orientation-dependent part of the long-ran
interaction according to30

EvdW~R,uA ,uB ,fA ,fB!

52FC61C68$P2~cosuA!1P2~cosuB!%1
4p

5
C69

3 (
m522

2

~32umu!Y2
m~uA ,fA!Y2

2m~uB ,fB!GR26,

~15!

where uA(uB) is the angle between the vectorR from the
center of moleculeA to the center ofB and the axis of mol-
eculeA(B). The other anglefA(fB) describes the rotation
of moleculeA(B) aboutR. With

Da~ iu !5azz~ iu !2axx~ iu ! ~16!

these coefficients can be written30

C685
1

pE0

`

duā1~ iu !Da2~ iu ! ~17!

and

TABLE II. van der Waals coefficientsC6 for pairs of identical
molecules~Ry atomic units!. The static polarizabilities used fo
defining the cutoff are given in the second column~atomic units!
and values from the literature in the fifth one. The third colum
gives the frequencyu0 obtained from the London formula, Eq.~13!.

a(0) u0 C6 C6
ref

H2-H2 5.41a 0.98 21.5 24.1a

N2-N2 11.77b 1.44 149 147b

CO-CO 13.1c 1.37 176 163c

HF-HF 5.52d 1.77 40.4 38e

H2O-H2O 9.64f 1.40 97.4 93f

C60-C60 570g 1.24 302k 200k, h 253k, i 350k h

aReference 30.
bReference 41.
cReference 42.
dReference 43.
eReference 44.
fReference 45.
gMean value of estimates from Ref. 26.
hReference 25.
iReference 24.
v-

s,

e

C695
1

3pE0

`

duDa1~ iu !Da2~ iu !. ~18!

Calculating the anisotropic coefficients forH2 , we obtain
C68/C650.08 and C69/C650.007. Accurate values ar
C68/C650.1 andC69/C650.01.30 The anisotropy is thus un
derestimated slightly with the simple cutoff scheme d
scribed above. In Figs. 4 and 5 our calculatedazz( iu) and
axx( iu) for H2 are compared with accurate results.

For an atom or molecule a distanced outside a surface
the asymptotic van der Waals energy is given by31

EvdW52
C3

~d2Z0!3
, ~19!

where the van der Waals coefficient is

C35
1

4pE0

`

duā~ iu !
eb~ iu !21

eb~ iu !11
, ~20!

and with the van der Waals plane

FIG. 4. Our calculatedazz( iu) for H2 , compared with a more
accurate calculation~Ref. 37!.

FIG. 5. Our calculatedaxx( iu) for H2 , compared with a more
accurate calculation~Ref. 37!.
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Z05
1

4pC3
E

0

`

dua~ iu !
eb~ iu !21

eb~ iu !11

eb~ iu !

eb~ iu !11
d~ iu !.

~21!

In these expressions,eb( iu) is the bulk dielectric function,
and d( iu) is the centroid of the induced-surface char
caused by an electric field oriented perpendicular to the
face and varying in time likeeut. Our earlier calculations10,18

of C3 andZ0 have used the exact electrodynamics, Eq.~5!,
for the surface but the approximate treatment, Eq.~6!, for the
atom and molecule. In this paper we use Eq.~5! also for the
latter. In Table III calculated values forC3 andZ0 are given
for He and H2 outside jellium, showing a very good agre
ment with other, more elaborate, calculations.

TABLE III. van der Waals coefficientC3 and the van der Waals
plane positionZ0 ~Ry atomic units! for He and H2 interacting with
jellium. For H2 also the ratio between the anisotropic coefficie
C3

(2) andC3
(0) is given.

r s C3 C3
ref C3

(2)/C3
(0) Z0 Z0

ref

He 2 0.10 0.10a 0.78 0.74b

3 0.064 0.064a 0.62 0.64b

4 0.045 0.045a 0.53 0.59b

H2 2 0.31 0.32a 0.040 0.91 0.85b

3 0.22 0.22a 0.044 0.70 0.71b

4 0.16 0.16a 0.046 0.59 0.64b

aReference 31.
bReference 46.
R

C

ev

ys

d
-
.

r-

Including the orientational dependence that results fr
the anisotropy of the molecular polarizability, the energy
a homonuclear diatomic molecule is to first order given b32

EvdW~u!52
1

d3
@C3

~0!1C3
~2!P2~cosu!#, ~22!

whereu is the angle between the molecule axis and the s
face normal.C3

(0) is given by Eq.~20! and

C3
~2!5

1

4pE0

`

duDa~ iu !
eb~ iu !21

eb~ iu !11
. ~23!

In Table III the ratioC3
(2)/C3

(0) is given for H2 outside jel-
lium. We find this ratio to be around 0.05 in agreement w
Ref. 32.

We have in this paper refined the electrodynamical tre
ment of atoms and molecules within our previously p
sented density-functional framework, thereby unifying o
approaches for objects of different sizes. The calculated
larizabilities and van der Waals coefficients are in go
agreement with results in the literature. This gives a po
bility to easily calculate these quantities for complex syste
with useful accuracy.
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